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Target 7E 

Remote Viewer: Daz Smith 

Method: CRV 

Protocol: Blind 

Date: 15 July 2013 

 

The target comprises of: 

structure/s 
life 
land 

 

The Structures are 

there are more than one, 
they feel seperated and intelligently spaced/arranged within a location. 

 
A structure of focus was: 

hard, tall, solid, rough, dens, solid. 
it felt layered with many differing and separated spaces. 

The whole feel of the target felt old/past. 
 

The layers: 

felt like a mish-mash of connected and overlapping horizontals with vertical connectors. this 
all felt very linear and close fitting. 

Part of the structure felt lower/placed below ground - sunken. A part of the structure also 
felt large with sub divided spaces which was complex when viewed from above - maze-like. 

A part of the target location/structures felt quiet as if used for contemplation/peace. 

Temple- like. 
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The life: 

there were two forms of life - one felt indigenous. these were affected by a visiting life in 
widespread  a societal change. The indigenous felt like a past master/slave type of society - one 
aspect subservient to another. 

The 'visiting' life, travelled to this location in vehicles/ships. they imparted new ideas, medical, 
science and religion and major changes to the lives of the indigenous. 

Its strange - I kept seeing the indigenous life melt away from the target over a period of time. As if 
changed - big society changes and they just over time dissolved and moved away. 

I saw new life/travellers - bring new ideas and large changes in a short period of time. This new 
group of life feel and act dominant/superior - more knowledgeable and they share this. 

Over a decade or two the indigenous life just depart and move on/fade away. 

 

The travellers: 

taller, softly spoken, soft mannerisms, peaceful - not war-like. 
whiter in skin tone. 

they are explorers. 
Share knowledge and ideas. 

enlightened. 

bring about an age of renaissance/ a golden age. 

A large societal change is happening here. 

 

Others details: 

 Sound - very low frequency more of a hum or vibration than a noise. 

A low vibration everywhere at this target. 
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